
Sijo Makes You Smarter
Elizabeth Jorgensen

Sijo expands your consciousness, sparks new possibilities, opens new horizons in your own 
writing. Rich in Korean history, sijo is a lyrical form of poetry divided thematically and 
structurally by line and syllable count. Because sijo is a form most Americans know 
nothing about, this presentation will introduce the structure and form of sijo, sharing the 
best. And then, we'll write a few of our own. 

TO VIEW THIS PRESENTATION: https://cutt.ly/1etwU61

https://wiwrite.org/event-3408967


https://lizjorgensen.weebly.com/

Teacher & Writer

https://lizjorgensen.weebly.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Go-Gwen-Familys-Journey-Olympic/dp/1782551913


Sejong Cultural Society

www.sejongculturalsociety.org

★ Sijo competition
★ Past competition results
★ How to write sijo



Sijo (shee-jo)

Like haiku.

Korean form of poetry.

Meant to be a song.

Divided by thematically and structurally by line and syllable count.

Traditionally three lines (but because the lines can be quite long on the page) sijo 
in English are sometimes divided into six lines.



Sijo

Line one: Introduces. Uses a 3-4-4-4 syllable groupings.

Line two: Develops. Uses a 3-4-4-4 syllable groupings.

Line three: Twists and concludes. Uses a 3-5-4-3 syllable groupings.

This is an art. Be flexible. 
Focus on 14-16 syllables in each line, for a total of 44-46 in the poem.



Sijo

Sijo are traditionally not titled, but modern poets often title their poems.

Sijo can rhyme or not. 

Line 1: Start with a single image. Make it a complete unit of thought. Think of one 
sentence.

Line 2: Add description, detail, examples. Again, think of one sentence.

Line 3: The last line, go in the opposite direction or turn a corner  (humor, irony, 
unexpected image, a pun, play on words). 



Mark Peterson (Professor, Emeritus, Korean Studies, Brigham Young University)

“The structure is important, but I always allow for poetic license meaning that sometimes the 
message is more important than the structure. But a poem can be eliminated if the structure 
is too far off base...I really like the three-beat start to the third line.

Word choice is important. Some poems used a word that seemed beyond the argot of the 
writer and was not quite the right word in nuance, if not in actual definition. Sometimes the right 
word in the right place is a zinger, really powerful.

Imagery. Some poems capture an image so effectively – you can see the image. Some poems 
miss in that the image or message is lost in vague and ambiguous wording and imagery. They 
seem to try too hard to be flowery or emotional and the message is unclear. Clarity is 
essential.

Emotion. Poetry, in sijo or any form, has to capture an emotion and transfer that feeling to the 
reader. Some poetic emotion is in the category of sadness – loss, loneliness, abandonment, 
insult, being ostracized. Happiness – love, acceptance, success, accomplishment. The thing 
about sijo, more so than haiku, is that the form can capture a wide range of emotions.” 



Untitled by Hapshiba Kwon (10th grade), first place, 2014

Rustling fabrics, I explore seas of tweed, paisley blouses, and plaid.

Tangible remembrances; your days of youth, have become mine.

Clothed in strength, now you chase no trends. Wrinkled, gray, lovely threads.



Cancer by Amy Malo (11th grade) third place tie, 2013.

Childhood memories infest my head with splendid visions. 

In my parents’ room, I was impervious to sorrow. 

Now it is smothered in disease and Death peers in the window.



Panda by Zachary Andrews (6th grade), honorable mention, 2014

I look at him in awe

through the lush forest, a panda wakes.

Peacefully, he sits while eating

a morning snack of bamboo

getting prepared to battle extinction

as he does everyday.



Example 
student 
winning 
sijo

Alexandra Kindahl (12th grade)
17321-012
Airplanes arc with contrails like ivory streams through blue ground.
Fearless, I rise towards them, wrap my fingers around their wings.
“Your time’s up,” the prison guard yells. “Get back inside.” Slowly, I do.

Jeanna Qiu (10th grade)
Lao-Ye (Grandfather)
The moon interrupts, the stars wink—the inky sky is their playfield.
In China, Grandfather climbed mountains to greet the escorts of Night.
Though now in America, he still salutes the moon and stars.

Toni Smith (11th grade)
Belated Breakfast
One cup of coffee ready to pour.
Two pieces of wheat toast to eat.
Three spreads of grape jelly.
Four minutes to get ready.
Cat steals my toast, then spills my coffee.
Now, I’m five minutes late.

Katie McFarland (10th grade) honorable mention
Here I am, the human pincushion, constantly stabbing my skin with needles.
Here I am, a disappointment to my parents, with a chronic disease.
Here I am, a teenager, trying to hold onto a piece of nonexistent string.



Last year’s 
winners 
(student 
division)



Last year’s 
winners 
(adult 
division)



Try it!

Line 1: 3-4-4-4 (introduction)
Line 2: 3-4-4-4 (development)
Line 3: 3-5-4-3 (twist and conclusion)

44-46 syllables total



Share!



Sijo writers’ markets

Any place poetry is accepted!

Submittable (micro, flash, poetry)

Sejong Cultural Society: sijo adult competition ($1,000)
**CONTEST WILL OPEN IN TWO WEEKS!**



My published sijo

Jorgensen, Elizabeth. The Newsroom. Thimble 
Magazine, Volume 2, No. 2. Sept 2019.

Jorgensen, Elizabeth. My High School 
Students. iTeach Lit. Volume 1, Issue 1. July 
2019.

Jorgensen, Elizabeth. Senses. Gyroscope 
Review, page 44. Summer 2019. 

https://sites.google.com/view/iteachlitmag/volumes/volume-1-issue-1/liz-jorgensen?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/view/iteachlitmag/volumes/volume-1-issue-1/liz-jorgensen?authuser=0
http://www.gyroscopereview.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/PDF-SUMMER-2019-ISSUE.pdf


Jorgensen, Elizabeth. "Inquiry, Questioning and the Art of 
Korean Poetry." Ohio Journal of English Language Arts. 
Volume 59, No. 1. Summer/Fall 2019. Page 43.

Jorgensen, Elizabeth. "Korean Poetry Competition Provides 
Opportunity for American Creative Writing Students." Wisconsin 
State Reading Association Journal. Volume 56, No. 1. Spring 
2019. pp. 30-33. Reprinted from Wisconsin English Journal, 
Volume 58, Number 2, pp. 34-39.

Park, L. S., & Banyai, I. (2015). Tap dancing on the 
roof. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt.

Resources

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B9gA5kosSmDEQUx0WHplZEpyRGs2b0QzM0Y5bHpMc3BBdk5v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B9gA5kosSmDEQUx0WHplZEpyRGs2b0QzM0Y5bHpMc3BBdk5v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y3YduIk0Aw8mRvO_cpJvb8qGI2C3adal/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1y3YduIk0Aw8mRvO_cpJvb8qGI2C3adal/view?usp=sharing


Resources

https://www.sejongculturalsociety.org/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3Lwl27J_2v2ddGGUtQUAvQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3Lwl27J_2v2ddGGUtQUAvQ
http://www.sejongsociety.org/videos/sijo/jorgensen/index.htm


Contact me!

https://lizjorgensen.weebly.com/

elizabeth.jorgensen@gmail.com

https://lizjorgensen.weebly.com/
mailto:elizabeth.jorgensen@gmail.com

